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Abstract
The occurrence of phenotype switch from an epithelial to a mesenchymal cell state during the activation of
the epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) program in cancer cells has been closely associated with the
generation of invasive tumor cells that contribute to metastatic dissemination and treatment failure. Liquid
biopsy represents an emergent non-invasive tool that may improve our understanding of the molecular events
leading to cancer progression and initiating the metastatic cascade through the dynamic analysis of tumorderived components isolated from body fluids. The present review will primarily focus on the applications
of liquid biopsy in lung cancer patients for identifying EMT signature, elucidating molecular mechanisms
underlying the acquisition of an invasive phenotype and detecting new targets for therapy.
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Introduction

Cancer metastases are the major cause of treatment failure in oncology and many efforts have been made
to elucidate the molecular mechanisms causing cancer spread and tumor relapse. In this context, liquid
biopsy (LB) represents an emergent non-invasive tool that may be helpful to better understand the biology
of invasive carcinomas by the analysis of tumor-derived factors isolated from body fluids. Blood is the
most widely used sample for LB but other fluids such as saliva, pleural effusions, urine, or cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) may represent an useful source of cancer biomarkers and the anatomical localization of tumors
and their biological properties may affect the presence and types of circulating factors detected in the
corresponding body fluids [1, 2]. The clinical application if this innovative approach may be used to collect
a plethora of information for improving cancer diagnosis and therapies as for instance the identification of
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tumor biomarkers, longitudinal monitoring of the drug response and detection of metastasis development
at different stages of cancer progression [1]. In particular, LB consists on the identification, and analysis of
tumor-derived elements including circulating tumor cells (CTCs), extracellular vesicles (EVs, e.g., exosomes),
circulating nucleic acids (ctDNA and ctRNA) and circulating tumor proteins. These elements are released
into the blood and other biofluids of the body and may promote tumor growth and progression [3, 4].
Another relevant aspect to consider is that the use of LB in clinical practice may be helpful to overcome the
many limitations of conventional tissue biopsy including its invasive nature, patient risk and poor accuracy
of the procedure due to the collection of inadequate samples that may not be representative of tumor
heterogeneity [2, 5]. However, although some LB-based tests have been approved for cancer patients [1, 6],
an accurate detection and characterization of circulating factors remain a challenge in clinical practice and
further studies are ongoing to validate the clinical utility of this approach. The present review will primarily
focus on the application of LB in lung cancer patients highlighting its role in the detection of the epithelial
mesenchymal transition (EMT) and invasive phenotype of CTCs along with the analysis of other tumorderived components that can modulate cancer microenvironment promoting metastatic spread. Lung cancer
is generally diagnosed in its advanced stages and represents one of the leading causes of death worldwide.
Histological diagnosis is usually performed by transthoracic or transbronchial biopsy but in some cases, it
may be difficult to reach the tumor site and collect the specimen. LB represents an alternative procedure to
obtain pathological diagnosis, identify therapeutic targets and detect cancer metastasis in a non-invasive
and dynamic manner. The metastatic cascade is a multistep process that starts when tumor cells from the
primary site invade the extracellular matrix (ECM), migrate into the circulatory system and reach secondary
sites where they promote tumor regrowth [7]. Although several lines of evidence demonstrated that only a
small percentage of CTCs is able to survive in the bloodstream and generate metastasis in the body, several
studies reported the detection of a high number of CTCs in patients that may indicate the occurrence of
metastatic spread and be predictive of a poor prognosis [8-10]. Many efforts to better understand the
biology of CTCs and their role in initiating cancer progression are currently ongoing [9, 11]. Several lines
of evidences indicate that the EMT, which occurs in a subpopulation of cells within the tumor mass, may be
responsible for the generation of CTCs with a high plasticity and migration ability [1, 12]. EMT is a cellular
program involved in physiological events such as embryonic development and tissue repair as well as in
pathological processes including cancer progression. It is characterized by the cell loss of epithelial traits,
disruption of cell junctions and acquisition of an invasive phenotype promoting high cell mobility [13].
Similar to CTCs, other tumor-derived factors may be able to promote cancer cell invasiveness and metastases
formation (Figure 1). Notably, exosomes secreted by cancer cells and containing nucleic acids or proteins
may trigger the acquisition of a mesenchymal phenotype in malignant cells and mediate the activation of
the metastatic cascade [14]. Here we provide representative examples of preclinical and clinical studies
describing the utility of LB in advanced lung cancer patients and its ability to detect biological traits of
tumor aggressiveness.

Figure 1. Role of tumor-derived components in cancer invasion
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CTCs: detection and characterization
CTCs are a very heterogeneous population of cancer cells detached from primary tumors and/or metastatic
lesions and released into the bloodstream during cancer progression. In different tumors CTCs may undergo
several phenotypic changes causing resistance to therapies and tumor relapse [15, 16]. The isolation of
CTCs from LB is based on their physical and biological properties and may represent an important clinical
tool for diagnosis, prognosis, monitoring the response to therapies and improving understanding of tumor
progression and metastatic disease [9]. Several studies reported that the identification of high levels of CTCs
in blood samples may be predictive of a worse clinical outcome [9, 17]. The predictive value of CTCs number
has been also evaluated in lung cancer patients after therapy and it is reported that among treated patients,
those who had the highest number of CTCs in the blood, showed a significantly worse prognosis with reduced
progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS). These findings supported the concept that the CTCs
number can be modulated by anticancer treatment and used as a surrogate biomarker for tumor response
assessment and longitudinal monitoring of disease by multiple liquid biopsies over time [4, 7]. Moreover,
ex vivo culture of CTCs from patients [18, 19] may be helpful to better understand the CTCs genomic and
proteomic profile thus helping the clinicians to personalize the therapy on the basis of the potential targets
identified by cell screening. In particular, the detection and classification of cells by biological properties
related to the activation of the EMT program (Table 1) may provide information on tumor biology and
resistance to treatment on the basis of the enhanced cancer cell migration, high cell plasticity, metabolic
reprogramming and stem-like properties detected in CTCs.
Table 1. CTCs properties and related markers associated with EMT program in lung cancer
CTCs properties

Biomarkers

Ref.

Epithelial

EpCAM, E-cadherin, CK7, CK8, CK18, CK19

[20, 21]

Mesenchymal

Vimentin, N-cadherin,

[21, 22]

EMT

EpCAMLow, E-cadherinLow, CKLow, VimentinHigh, N-cadherinHigh, Twist

[21, 22]

Stem-like

CD44, CD133, ALDH1

[17, 22, 23]

EpCAM: epithelial cell adhesion molecule; CK: cytokeratin; ALDH1: aldehyde dehydrogenase 1

EMT markers
During the last decades, the identification of epithelial markers in CTCs have determined the
development of clinically approved methods to detect, isolate and enumerate circulating cells in the blood
samples [24]. Although this approach has been widely used in patients, in highly aggressive carcinomas
a significant number of CTCs remained undetected due to the total or partial loss of their epithelial
signature characterized by the downregulation of proteins such as EpCAM, E-cadherin and CKs [12, 17].
This molecular rearrangement is followed by the acquisition of an EMT phenotype characterized by the
upregulation of N-cadherin, fibronectin, vimentin and transcription factors such as Twist, Snail, ZEB and
Slug. In this respect, the development of EMT marker-based methods allowed to successfully reveal the
presence of CTCs with a mesenchymal signature or with a hybrid phenotype (epithelial/mesenchymal)
[25-27]. In agreement with these findings, an interesting study [28] showed high levels of vimentin and
low levels of CKs in CTCs derived from metastatic non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). In particular, no
tumor growth was observed in CDX (patient CTC-derived explant) models after implantation of the CTCs
collected before chemo- and radiotherapy whereas CTCs recruited after treatment were able to promote
the growth of palpable tumors. Furthermore, the generated CDX were resistant to therapy suggesting
the aggressive nature of the injected CTCs. These findings were confirmed by the histopathological
analysis of the excised tumors showing poorly differentiated lung adenocarcinoma with a prevalent
mesenchymal phenotype as also demonstrated by RNAseq analysis. These evidences shed light on the
different biological behaviour between cells from tumors and the tumor-derived circulating cells. In this
respect, some authors hypothesized that survival of CTCs in the bloodstream is difficult and therefore it
is likely that they undergo a strong selection process leading to survival and proliferation of cells with
a more aggressive signature [29]. In agreement with these observations, other studies showed in CTCs,
from advanced NSCLC patients, the expression of oncogene drivers such as EML4-ALK and mutant EGFR
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associated with the presence of mesenchymal markers [30, 31]. These evidences reinforce the concept
that the increase of EMT markers in CTC subpopulations might be a cause of resistance to treatment
with tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) and might be predictive of therapeutic failure. However, despite
a large number of studies have been published on this question, the exact role of EMT in resistance to
targeted therapies is not been completely elucidated [32].
EMT activation and stem-like properties in CTCs

Several lines of evidence supported the concept that the activation of an EMT program in CTCs is
characterized by a partial and reversible acquisition of a mesenchymal signature [16, 27, 29]. Due to
this phenotypic instability, disseminated cancer cells are able to promote adhesion and proliferation
at distant sites by restoring their epithelial phenotype. In particular, this plastic and metastable state
recognized in CTCs has been similarly observed in cancer stem cells (CSCs) and the activation of EMT in
CTCs is indeed associated with the acquisition of stemness properties considered as an additional cause of
treatment failure [22, 33, 34]. CSC subpopulations have been isolated both in tumors and in CTCs of several
types of carcinomas and have been described as tumor initiating cells with properties of self-renewal,
differentiation, inherited drug resistance and high metastatic potential [23]. In CTCs isolated from lung
cancer patients, recent studies showed the expression of both mesenchymal and stem cell markers such
as OCT4, CD44, CD133, SOX2, ALDH1 [22, 35, 36]. However, despite these observations no statistically
significant correlation was found between the activation of EMT and CSC pathways in CTC subpopulations
and further studies are needed to better understand the link between the two biological programs that in
combination may drive the development of an invasive phenotype and resistance to treatment [33, 36, 37].
In particular, several studies have reported that the activation of EMT programme in cancer cells may
determine the acquisition of CSC properties through its effects on both the extracellular and intracellular
signaling cascades. However, the contribution of the EMT programme to promote a stem-like phenotype
may be variable and most likely depending on cell types and on their genetic or epigenetic properties [33].
Interestingly, stemness markers and properties were also found upregulated in CTCs clusters, which have
been identified in the bloodstream as cell aggregates with a more potent ability to form distant metastases
than individual circulating cells [38]. The biological process by which CTC clusters originate is still not
completely note. The occurring of EMT might induce the expression of the tight junctional proteins
enhancing the formation of cell aggregates for collective migration [9, 38] in body fluids. In particular, the
access of CTC clusters into the blood stream could be made possible by the porous and leaky blood vessels
formed during neo-angiogenesis required for tumor growth. Furthermore, recent studies reported that
specific changes in DNA methylation of CTC clusters were associated with the acquisition of a stem-like
phenotype and metastases formation [39]. The CD44 receptor seems to have a relevant role in aggregation
of CTCs but the exact mechanism of clusters growth and their biology is not completely clear [40, 41].
However, it has been hypothesized that tumor microenvironment and components of ECM may promote the
occurrence of this process since a high density of ECM may facilitate tumor cell aggregation and promote
cell invasion. Similarly, cytoskeletal and cell adhesion proteins may contribute to CTCs cluster growth and
dissemination. Although several techniques are now available to isolate and capture live clusters based on
the identification of cell surface markers and size, further efforts are needed to establish the diagnostic
and prognostic role of cell aggregates isolated from the bloodstream of cancer patients. In this respect,
recent clinical studies have demonstrated a correlation between cluster formation and reduced PFS and/
or OS in different carcinomas including lung cancer [10, 42]. Furthermore, it is reported a lower percentage
of apoptotic and proliferating cells within CTCs cluster than in CTC populations thus indicating a major
resistance to cytotoxic agents and protection from cell death [43].
Metabolic program in CTCs

During tumor growth and progression, the activation of EMT program contributes also to modulate the
expression of several genes involved in metabolic pathways [44]. Cancer cells adapt their metabolism and
energy production to their proliferation program and it is well known that in most tumors less efficient
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glycolysis is used for the production of ATP and building blocks [45, 46] instead of primarily using oxidative
phosphorylation (OXPHOS). However, due to the tumor heterogeneity, several cell subpopulations of the
same tumor may exhibit different metabolic phenotypes and interesting studies are ongoing to understand
the metabolic signature of CTCs and CTC clusters [38]. Several studies showed that pro-metastatic cells need
more glycolytic phenotype for survival. Similarly, Liu et al. [47], reported that subpopulation of stem-like cells
isolated from several cancer cell lines, including lung cancer cells, relied more on glycolysis than on OXPHOS.
In particular, the authors showed that glucose uptake, several glycolytic enzymes, lactate production, and
ATP content were significantly increased in isolated CSC subpopulations. Furthermore, the CSCs fraction
was characterized by the suppression of AMPK, activation of Akt pathway and upregulation of pyruvate
dehydrogenase kinase (PDK). The increase of PDK levels inhibited the activity of the pyruvate dehydrogenase
complex that consequently caused, a suppression of the metabolic flow of pyruvate into the mitochondria,
thus promoting the conversion of pyruvate to lactate in the cytosol and the acquisition of a glycolytic
phenotype. In another study, Li et al. [48], evaluated the metabolic profile of rare disseminated tumor cells
(DTCs) in pleural effusions of 32 lung adenocarcinoma patients in order to reveal metabolic vulnerabilities
that could be predictive of therapeutic response. By using a fluorescent glucose analogue 2-NBDG and a
mitochondrial redox indicator C12-resazurin (C12R) to probe cellular metabolic activity the authors identified
three different metabolically active phenotypes that were independent of oncogenic mutations and were
characterized by prevalence of glycolysis, prevalence of OXPHOS or concomitant enhanced glycolysis and
OXPHOS. In the same study they calculated a cell number ratio (N/R ratio) that was indicative of the metabolic
phenotype and showed that this parameter could be used to predict patient outcome. The three metabolic
phenotypes identified by the N/R ratio, were indeed related to the different grade of EMT features and this
correlation was used to identify non-responders and short-term beneficiaries among lung cancer patient
prior to therapy. Furthermore, it was showed that cells in glycolytic phenotype appeared with an higher
mesenchymal signature than cells in mitochondrial oxidation phenotype as confirmed by low expression of
epithelial genes and elevated expression of mesenchymal-related genes.

Tumor-derived EVs

EVs are cell-derived membranous bodies that may be secreted in the biofluids by cells of different tissues
acting an autocrine, paracrine or endocrine manner and playing an important role in mediating both
physiological and pathological conditions [49, 50]. EVs carry different molecules including DNA, mRNA,
proteins and lipids thus inducing modulation of protein expression and functional changes in the recipient
cells [51]. Among the different types of isolated EVs, the exosomes have a relevant role in tumor growth
and progression and their isolation in patients may represent an innovative tool for diagnosis and therapy
in oncology [21, 52]. Exosomes are nanosized vesicles composed of a lipid bilayer that are released from a
wide range of cell types such as cancer cells, stroma and endothelial cells [53]. They can transfer information
to several districts in the body by multiple mechanisms including fusion with plasma membrane and
endocytosis [54]. In particular, recipient cells have been identified in tumor tissue, components of the
tumor microenvironment and in distal organs where the exosomes can be delivered by the circulatory
system [55]. Recent studies have shown interesting results in lung cancer providing evidence of the role
of exosomes in the activation of EMT program and in promoting cancer invasion by modulation of tumor
microenvironment and normal cells around the tumor [56]. It has been demonstrated that tumor-derived
exosomes, isolated from serum of patients with advanced lung cancer, were able to be captured in vitro from
normal human bronchial epithelial cells (HBECs) that, upon EVs internalization, showed the acquisition of
a metastatic phenotype. These findings were confirmed by the analysis of exosomes contents that showed
the presence of both mRNA and proteins associated with mesenchymal properties such as vimentin [53].
Furthermore, it has been reported [57] that tumor-derived exosomes may carry different factors involved
in the activation of EMT program including TGFβ, caveolin-1, HIF1α, vimentin and β-catenin thus improving
the migration ability of cells inside a tumor and contributing to stromal remodelling. In this respect, it has
been hypothesized that tumor associated macrophages (TAMs) and cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs)
may promote cancer cell migration after the internalization of tumor-derived exosomes [58]. Furthermore,
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nutrient deprivation or low gradient of oxygen may trigger CAFs activation causing the extracellular release
of exosomes containing lipids, amino acids and other factors that can induce tumor growth under metabolic
stress conditions [59]. Although the exact mechanisms driving the stromal modulation by exosomes have
not been completely elucidated, it is hypothesized that this process may be involved also in the preparation
of premetastatic niches. In addition, it was reported that hypoxic lung cancer cells can release exosomes
that in turn are able to stimulate neo-angiogenesis or create a more favourable tumor microenvironment
for metastatic dissemination [60]. In another relevant study [61] exosomes collected from serum of smallcell lung cancer (SCLC) patients showed high levels of FLI1 exonic circular RNA (exo-FECR1) an activator
of FLI1 promoter. FLI1 is aberrantly expressed in TP53 and RB1 deficient SCLC and is associated with late
cancer stages and a high proliferation index Ki67. The analysis of exosomes from blood serum samples
showed that the levels of circulating exo-FECR1 in patients with advanced metastatic SCLC were higher than
in early stage patients and was associated with poor survival and response to chemotherapy. These findings
shed light on the potential clinical implications of the isolation and analyse of the circulating exosomes
in cancer patients. Although several additional efforts are needed to improve the exosomes identification
and extraction from the circulatory system, several techniques are currently available to isolate them from
LB such as ultracentrifugation, size exclusion chromatography, density gradients centrifugation and spin
column-based methods [55].

Circulating tumor-derived DNA, RNA and proteins

ctDNA and ctRNA are two other relevant classes of biomarkers identified by LB. They are cell-free circulating
nucleic acids derived from the primary tumor, metastatic lesions or CTCs and released in the body fluid mainly
after the execution of apoptotic program and cell lysis [5, 62]. High levels of ctDNA and ctRNA have been found
in patients with advanced cancer and their characteristics may be related to tumor types and stages [63]. In
particular, ctDNA has emerged as a potential tool to identify genetic alterations for targeted therapy and
monitor tumor response. In this respect, it has been reported a good concordance rate between activating
mutations of EGFR detected in tumor DNA and in ctDNA of NSCLC patients [41, 64, 65]. The identification of
mutant ctDNA may also indicate the presence of acquired resistance to EGFR TKIs thus contributing to early
detection of treatment failure. Due to this evidence, the first ctDNA-based diagnostic test for EGFR mutations
has been recently approved by the FDA [66]. Furthermore, recent studies in lung cancer patients reported that
the ctDNA analysis may also give an additional contribute in the evaluation of cancer stages and identification
of the metastasis sites [67].
More recently, besides ctDNA several studies have also focused on the analysis of ctRNA. In particular,
among the different molecules of ctRNAs isolated by LB, microRNA (miRNAs) has emerged as a new tool
to better understand tumor biology. miRNAs are short, non-coding single stranded RNA molecules that
modulate gene expression by targeting of mRNAs. Circulating miRNAs represent a stable blood-based markers
for cancer detection [68] that may be passively released upon cancer cell death and lysis but also actively
secreted to mediate intercellular communications. Several miRNAs were isolated from the serum showing
ability to modulate the transcription of both oncogenes and suppressor genes [5, 69]. In particular, different
exosomal miRNAs have been identified in lung cancer patients and showed a relevant role in tumor growth
and progression. They are able to promote different biological processes such as mesenchymal transition,
angiogenesis, proliferation and migration [49]. In addition, several studies reported that they may be used as
diagnostic and prognostic markers as well as predictive biomarkers for therapeutic response. In this field of
study an interesting paper by Cazzoli et al. [70], showed the development of exosomal miRNAs based tests for
lung cancer diagnosis. Exososmes were isolated form plasma of patients and RNA extraction were performed
followed by quantitative RT-PCR assay. This extensive analysis showed the selection of 6 microRNAs able to
discriminate between lung adenocarcinoma and granuloma. In another study, the assessment of exosomal
miRNAs levels in plasma were used as a prognostic biomarker of NSCLC patients providing a significant
survival prediction [71].
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The circulating tumor-derived proteins represent another class of tumor biomarkers widely used in
the past years for non-invasive diagnosis, screening and postoperative follow-up of several types of cancer
including prostate, colon, breast and lung carcinoma [72]. In particular, the carbohydrate antigen (CA), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and alpha fetal protein (AFP), have been successfully used for advanced lung cancer
diagnosis [73]. Furthermore, the assessment of ECM molecules, such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)
and fibronectin levels released into the bloodstream from solid tumors, have been identified as promising
tool to better understand the tumor microenvironment crosstalk and tumor progression. However, although
several other classes of circulating proteins have been detected in cancer patients as potential biomarkers, the
approaches to identify individual proteins have generally low sensitivity and specificity and may be associated
with high false-positive rate. In this respect, diagnostic platforms using multiple circulating protein markers
have been developed to overcome such limitations and improve cancer screening [72].

Conclusion

Recent advances in the field of tumor biology highlighted the extremely dynamic nature of cancer leading to
multiple phenotypic changes occurring during the different phases of cancer progression. The occurrence of
these events may result in the acquisition of highly invasive phenotype characterized by the expression of
EMT markers and stem-like properties. Due to its minimally invasive nature, LB emerged as an innovative
approach that may contribute to the dynamic monitoring of tumor behaviour by multiple analysis of tumorderived biological components. This approach may be particularly useful in lung cancer which is generally
detected at late stages and not easy to be analysed by multiple traditional biopsies. LB may identify very early
in the time the initiation of the metastatic process, the activation of EMT program along with the acquisition
of a stem-like state in cancer cell subpopulations. However, although some diagnostic tests based on LB have
been approved for patients, several additional efforts are needed to improve the efficiency of isolation from
body fluids of tumor-derived factors and to achieve standardized protocols for clinical applications.
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